Motivated by the increasing needs for reliable seasonal climate forecasts for enhanced living and protection of property, this study evaluates the predictive skill of the European Center for Medium-range Weather Forecast's Sub-seasonal to Seasonal (ECMWF-S2S) precipitation forecasts during the peak of West Africa Monsoon in Nigeria. It investigates the ability of the ECMWF-S2S model to reproduce the atmospheric dynamics that influence the monsoon variability in West-Africa. Rain gauge values of 46 meteorological stations and 10-member ensemble of ECMWF-S2S forecasts from the Ensemble Prediction System (EPS) version of the ECMWF were subjected to quantitative statistical analyses. Results show that the model has weak capability in predicting wind strength at 700 mb level to depict the African Easterly Jet (AEJ). However, irrespective of the ENSO phases, ECMWF-S2S model is capable of adequately and reliably predicting the latitudinal positions of the Inter-Tropical Discontinuity (ITD), mean sea level pressure component of the thermal lows and sea surface temperature (SST) anomalies over the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans. On inter-annual time-scales, results also show that ECMWF-S2S model performs best over the Savannah in forecasting of rainfall anomalies (synchronization = 75%) and over the Sahel in the prediction of rainfall accumulation. The model may however not be able to forecast extreme precipitation reliably because the disagreement between the model's ensemble members increases as higher rainfall accumulation values are attained. The implication here is that the reproducibility of the atmospheric dynamic by the model is a better measure of rainfall prediction than the actual quantitative rainfall forecasts especially in areas south of latitude 10 • N. The study therefore suggests considering some climate driving mechanisms as predictability sources for the ECMWF-S2S model to enable the atmospheric dynamics to be better represented in the model.
INTRODUCTION
Forecasts, the future state of the atmosphere, exist across different time-scales. These time-scales range from short range (1-5 days), to medium range (7-15 days), and long range (3-12 months) (Robertson and Wang, 2012; Vitart et al., 2014; Lawal, 2015) . For the past several decades, forecasts of weather, ocean and other environmental phenomena made on short and medium range time-scales have yielded invaluable information to improve decision making across many socioeconomic sectors (Lazo et al., 2011 ). Yet, there are some fundamental problems that limit the use of these forecasts. Firstly, the medium range time-scales appear too short for any meaningful mitigating action to be taken. Secondly, there exists a gap, referred to as the "predictability desert" (Vitart et al., 2014 (Vitart et al., , 2017 , between the medium and long range time-scale forecasts. This is unfortunate, in view of the later, because many vital management decisions with regards to agriculture and food security, water management, and disaster risk reduction, health, etc. are made within this gap. In view of these, some National Weather and Hydrological Centers (NWHC) have taken up the responsibility to operationally bridge the gap. Complementarily, Numerical Weather Prediction Centers (NWPC) have improved on the existing medium-range models by developing a type of model capable of bridging this gap. This type of "gap-bridging model" is, globally, referred to as Sub-Seasonal to Seasonal (hereafter known as S2S) model. As demands for reliable weather and climate forecasts are increasing around the globe, forecasts from S2S models are regarded as a new frontier for atmospheric predictability research. However, there exist no commensuration between the operational use of S2S models and studies of their abilities to reproduce basic atmospheric variables. This present study will explore this knowledge gap over Nigeria-the most populous country in Africa whose food security depends entirely on rainfed agriculture (Omotosho and Abiodun, 2007; Okwori et al., 2015) .
Predictive skills of various S2S models have been investigated in different regions of the world for different purposes. However, in recent years, only few studies have considered the abilities of these S2S models to reproduce basic atmospheric variables. Among these few studies are Tompkins and Feudale (2010) , Lynch et al. (2014) , Tompkins and Giuseppe (2015) , and White et al. (2015) . For example, in Australia, a version of S2S model has been used in disaster risk reduction (DRR) activities as well as emergency management and response in Australia. White et al. (2015) illustrated this by utilizing forecasts from the Australian Bureau of Meteorology (BoM) S2S timescales to investigate how forecasting of flood events across a range of prediction timescales could be beneficial to a range of sectors and society in Australia. Similarly, Lynch et al. (2014) while using an ECMWF-S2S hindcast concluded that there is statistically significant skill in predicting weekly mean wind speeds over areas of Europe at lead times of at least 14-20 days. Over few African regions, Tompkins and Feudale (2010) , for instance, evaluated the capability of one of the S2S models, an operational European Center for Medium-range Weather Forecast (ECMWF) Seasonal Forecast System (SYS3), at a lead time of 2-4 months in a 49-year hindcast dataset, to adequately simulate the West African monsoon precipitation. Using 2006 as a case study, they found that SYS3 is capable of reproducing the progression of the West Africa monsoon but with some deviations from the climatology. Nevertheless, they showed that the model skill at predicting and or simulating West African summer monsoon rainfall anomalies has increased in recent years, thereby indicating improvements since the 1990s. Another type of S2S model, an ECMWF-S2S, was utilized by Tompkins and Giuseppe (2015) to investigate the use of temperature and rainfall predictions for advanced warning on malaria in an idealized experiment. Tompkins and Giuseppe (2015) found that ECMWF-S2S is capable of predicting the years, during the last two decades, in which documented Ugandan and Kenyan highland malaria outbreaks occurred. Nigerian NWHC is on the verge of employing ECMWF-S2S model for its operational sub-seasonal forecast activities. In view of this, the predictive skills of the ECMWF-S2S model products, most especially precipitation forecasts during the boreal summer monsoon over Nigeria, which has hitherto not been evaluated, needs to be evaluated. This present paper, therefore, seeks to address this shortcoming.
Boreal summer monsoon is a very crucial annual phenomenon in Nigeria. A huge number of socio-economic activities in Nigeria depend on the boreal summer monsoon precipitation (Fink et al., 2006) . It varies on both inter-annual and intra-seasonal time scales (Couvreux et al., 2010; Lawal, 2015; Olaniyan et al., 2015) . These variations have strong societal impacts on agriculture, water resource management, transportation, and health (Sultan and Janicot, 2003) . Monsoon peak coincides with the occurrence of an annual little dry season popularly known as "August-break" (Olaniran and Babatolu, 1987) in some southern parts of Nigeria. August-break is termed a growing period during which conditions are favorable for weeding (Olaniran, 1988) and or spraying of crops with insecticides and pesticides (Osunade, 1994 ). It's earlier than normal occurrence as well as its persistence beyond normal days could be disastrous for both early crops and the second half of the growing season. In both cases, the lengths of the growing seasons are reduced, thereby resulting in widespread crop failure (Adejuwon and Odekunle, 2006) . Meanwhile, monsoon peak is the bee-hive of agricultural activities in the northern parts of the country (Fink et al., 2006) . All northern cities experienced their annual maximum rainfall during the peak of the monsoon. Despite the crucial nature of the West Africa Monsoon during its peak, there still exist fundamental gaps regarding its reproducibility by the ECMWF-S2S model over Nigeria.
There are many rain-producing mechanisms over West Africa. Few of these, discussed in this study, are the El Nino Southern Oscillation (ENSO; Latif and Grotzner, 2000; Camberlin et al., 2001; Newman et al., 2003) , the Inter-Tropical Discontinuity (ITD; Grist and Nicholson, 2001; Redelsperger et al., 2002; Omotosho and Abiodun, 2007) , thermal lows (Parker et al., 2005; Lavaysse et al., 2006 Lavaysse et al., , 2009 Lavaysse et al., , 2010 , African Easterly Jet (AEJ; Diedhiou et al., 1998; Grist and Nicholson, 2001; Afiesimama, 2007) , and the sea surface temperature (SST) anomalies over the Gulf of Guinea (GOG; Omotosho and Abiodun, 2007; Odekunle and Eludoyin, 2008) .
Studies have shown that ENSO is an effective forcing mechanism for the tropical atmospheric circulation (Newman et al., 2003) . Its intensity varies inter-annually, inter-decadally and sub-seasonally. Rapid evolution of ENSO, over intervals as short as a few weeks, can amount to an important predictability source on S2S time-scale (Newman et al., 2003) . Studies have shown that West Africa do experience abnormally wet climate, during the boreal summer, the SSTs located across the central and eastern Pacific Ocean is below-average (e.g., Latif and Grotzner, 2000; Camberlin et al., 2001) . Whether on the inter-annual, interdecadal, even at sub-seasonal time-scales, the role played by ENSO in rainfall variability over West Africa, vis-a-vis Nigeria, is considered strong and cannot be neglected especially during the peak of the boreal summer West-African monsoon (Fontaine et al., 1995; Diedhiou et al., 1998; Newman et al., 2003) .
There are two climatic seasons over Nigeria. These are the dry season and the rainy season (also known as the monsoon season). They resulted from the interactions of two air masses-tropical maritime and tropical continental air masses. At the surface, these two air masses meet at a belt of variable width and stability called the Inter-Tropical Discontinuity (ITD; Grist and Nicholson, 2001) . To the north of the ITD is the prevailing continental northeasterly wind which brings dry and dusty conditions across the country. To the south are the maritime southwesterly winds which are moisture laden. The maximum northern penetration of this wet air mass is in August, averagely between latitudes 19-22 • N. Therefore, the ITD migrates northward and southward on annual basis and modulates the variability of the monsoon over the country (Redelsperger et al., 2002; Omotosho and Abiodun, 2007) .
Throughout the year, over West-Africa, there exist areas where the lowest atmospheric pressure coincides with surface temperature maximum. This area is what is referred to as thermal low (Lavaysse et al., 2009 (Lavaysse et al., , 2010 . Thermal low is associated with cyclonic circulation. This circulation tends to boost the southwesterly monsoon flow along eastern border of the thermal low while it augments north-easterly dry flow along its western side (Parker et al., 2005) . Likewise the ITD, the thermal low also perform annual oscillation and reaches its northernmost position (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) • N) in August-during the rainy season in Sahel, i.e., the peak of the monsoon.
The AEJ is a crucial element in global synoptic and mesoscale dynamics. It can be found around 600-700 hPa in August with zonal (u) winds (up to 10 ms −1 ) at the core. It usually travels from East to West Africa (Afiesimama, 2007) . The disturbances around this zonal circulation, the African Easterly Waves (AEWs), have been identified as a key driver of convection and rainfall patterns (Rowell and Milford, 1993; Diedhiou et al., 1998; Afiesimama, 2007) .
Warm equatorial Atlantic Ocean provides Nigeria with large areas of boundary layer moisture build-up. This makes the moisture laden southwesterly wind more buoyant in terms of moisture and energy (Odekunle and Eludoyin, 2008) . The energized wind is capable of dynamically pushing the ITD deeply into the northern end of the country, thereby resulting in above-normal rainfall (Omotosho and Abiodun, 2007) , especially along the coast. These indicate that rainfall anomalies over the country can be reliably predicted using SST anomalies over tropical Atlantic, especially the GoG, as predictors.
Representation of these rain-producing mechanisms in models is important for climate modeling, seasonal predictions, and weather forecasting (Wu et al., 2009) . Therefore, this paper will also examine the performance of the ECMWF-S2S model, during different phases of ENSO, at reproducing these rainproducing mechanisms. This will ascertain trustworthiness of the ECMWF-S2S model during different ENSO phases over Nigeria.
Three things are yet to be understood regarding the predictive skills of the ECMWF-S2S model over Nigeria. Firstly, the ability of the ECMWF-S2S model to reproduce monsoon related atmospheric dynamics that are predominant during different phases of ENSO. Secondly, the skill of the ECMWF-S2S model at forecasting rainfall anomalies distribution on an inter-annual time-scales during the peak of the monsoon. And thirdly, the ability of the ECMWF-S2S model to forecast extreme events during the monsoon periods. Here, we ask the question-"does the ECMWF-S2S model has the ability to reproduce the atmospheric dynamics, if yes, does this translate to reliable precipitation forecasts?" Knowledge of these is crucial to the understanding of intra-seasonal variability of monsoon, especially with regard to the interaction between the dynamics and the convection within intra-seasonal disturbances (Sultan and Janicot, 2003) . This paper will therefore, evaluate precipitation forecasts from the ECMWF-S2S model during the peak of West Africa Monsoon in Nigeria, at different phases of ENSO phenomenon.
While this section introduces the concept of the paper, the next section of this paper describes the configuration of the ECMWF-S2S model, other datasets used, and the method of analysis employed in this study. Section Results and Discussion examines the results from the analyses while section Conclusion summarizes and concludes the findings of this work.
MODEL, DATASETS, AND METHODS

Description of the S2S Model Used in this Study
This study utilizes the ECMWF-S2S ensemble hind-casts produced by the Variable Resolution Ensemble Prediction System (VarEPS). It is based on Integrated Forecasting System (IFS) version 41r1 and runs on octahedral grid with 51 member ensemble (Buizza et al., 2006; Vitart et al., 2012) . Operationally, the system is composed typically of coupled land, ocean and atmosphere components (White et al., 2015) . The system provides daily ensemble forecasts of a wide variety of atmospheric variables (precipitation, 2 m temperature, SST, horizontal wind flows at 700 hPa level, mean sea level pressure (MSLP), dew point temperatures, etc.) with daily and sub-daily temporal resolution of the order of 6 h, in a 46 days lead time.
Uncertainties in the system are simulated using two stochastic schemes described in Palmer et al. (2009) . The system is coupled with H-Tessel (a land surface model) and NEMO3.4.1 (a 1 • × 1 • horizontal resolution ocean model that has up to 0.3 • × 0.3 • resolution at the equator with 42 vertical levels) while it uses 4-DVar variation data assimilation for the initial condition and 3-DVar for the ocean. The physical parameterization schemes used by the system are the Moist-EDMF (Tiedtke, 1989) , Klein/Hartmann stratus/shallow convection criteria (Bechtold et al., 2004) , and parameterization of convection and prognostic cloud fraction (Tiedtke, 1991) . More details on the ECMWF-S2S are available at http://s2sprediction.net/.
Dataset and Methods
The precipitation datasets analyzed in this study are from the ECMWF-S2S ensemble hind-casts produced by the VarEPS. (Null, 2013; Oluwole, 2015) during the months of August which is the peak of the boreal summer monsoon. Here, 10 ensemble members from the hind-cast dataset are utilized. The precipitation hind-cast datasets used in this study can be considered as re-forecast. This is because the hind-cast (i.e., reforecast) datasets used were initialized on the last Thursdays of July of every year considered in this study ( Table 1) .
The re-forecast ensembles of some atmospheric dynamic mechanisms that may be responsible for monsoon variability over West Africa, vis-a-vis Nigeria, are also retrieved from the ECMWF-S2S database. These are the SST (Newman et al., 2003) , the ITD (represented by 15 • C dew point temperature line according to www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/international/itf/ itcz.shtml; Ilesanmi, 1971; Olaniyan et al., 2015; Lawal et al., 2016) , zonal (u) and meridional (v) winds at 700 hPa level to track the African Easterly Jet (AEJ; Grist and Nicholson, 2001; Afiesimama, 2007) and thermal-low (represented by the coincidence of the hottest 2 m temperature and lowest mean sea level pressure (MSLP): Lavaysse et al., 2006 Lavaysse et al., , 2009 Lavaysse et al., , 2010 .
Furthermore, two sets of observational datasets were used to evaluate the reproducibility capacity of the ECMWF-S2S model re-forecasts. Firstly, we used the ECMWF's ERA-INTERIM Reanalysis datasets (e.g., SST, the ITD, zonal (u) and meridional (v) winds at 700 hPa level, 2 m temperature and MSLP) in accordance with Tompkins and Giuseppe (2015) and White et al. (2015) . This is to evaluate the skill of ECMWF-S2S reforecasts in reproducing atmospheric dynamic mechanisms that may be responsible for monsoon variability over West Africa, vis-a-vis Nigeria on a monthly time-scale. Secondly, observed rainfall data from the rain-gauges of 46 meteorological stations ( Figure 1A ) obtained from the data archive of the Nigerian Meteorological Agency (NiMet; www.nimet.gov.ng) is used to evaluate the reproducibility skill of the ECMWF-S2S model forecasts on weekly and monthly time-scales over Nigeria.
Qualitative assessments are carried out by utilizing statistical measures that summarize the deviations between observations and predictions, in relations to the inter-annual variability of standardized anomalies of all parameters. These are then plotted on Taylor diagrams (Taylor, 2001) to depict the normalized standard deviation (NSD) and the correlation coefficients (r) between the ECMWF-S2S model ensemble mean, ensemble members and the observations. The normalized standard deviations and correlations are with reference to observations and their plots quantify how closely that the model's predictions matches observations (IPCC, 2001) . A measure of statistical significance, such as p-value (Mason, 2008) , is also estimated for the correlations that were evaluated in this study. We estimated level of significance, where p = 0.05, for a two-tailed experiment to further lend credence to whatever linear association that may exist between the correlated parameters.
Synchronization (Misra, 1991 ) is evaluated to quantify how well the ECMWF-S2S model captures the timing and anomaly signs of the observed monthly climate parameters (rainfall, SST, 2 m temperature and MSLP). In this context, synchronization means the percentage of periods in which the signs of anomalies of climate parameters are correctly predicted. This is irrespective of the magnitude of the anomalies because seasonal climate prediction is probabilistic in nature and operationally presents its information as anomalies. Synchronization enables us to study the transition and persistence of climate parameters anomalies in both observation and forecasts (Lawal, 2015) . Here, it denotes an agreement in the sign of the predicted and observed anomalies. A measure of statistical significance, such as p-value, confidence intervals, etc. cannot be evaluated for synchronization in this study because there are three possible reasons why the results may be misleading: (1) only a limited sample of forecastobservation pairs is available, (2) the forecasts may have been good (or bad) over this period, and (3) the experiment may have been naturally biased. As revealed by Mason (2008) p-values, when applied to probabilistic verification scores, cannot provide solutions to the above reasons. Nevertheless, we carried out a statistical assessment called sign-test (Sprent, 1989) to determine whether synchronization is achieved by chance or not. Sign-test, in addition to being used to test whether or not the forecastobservation pairs are equally sized, also determines the level of significance of these sign agreements. The outcomes of the test depend on the plus and minus signs of the difference between the forecast and observation pairs and not on their numerical strength. In this study, the sign-test has a p-value threshold set at 0.5. Hit rates, in terms of percentage, are also evaluated for weekly cumulative rainfall. In this study, a hit occurs when a predicted weekly cumulative rainfall falls within ±30% of the observed event; it is not a definite yes/no prediction. For example, a rainfall prediction falling within 70-130 mm will be in agreement with a 100 mm observation. This is used to take care of unavoidable biases. Analyzing this will assist in determining the accumulation threshold of which the model's prediction of rainfall is reliable.
Furthermore, based on common climatology, Nigeria is divided into 3 climatological zones averaged along longitude 2-15 • E ( Figure 1B ; Adejuwon and Odekunle, 2006) . The first zone, known as Guinea Area, extends from the Gulf of Guinea (GoG; latitude 5-8 • N) while the second zone extends from latitude 8 to 10 • N and is known as Savannah Areas. The third zone is known as Sahel Areas (latitude 10-14 • N). Likewise, sea surfaces over the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans were partitioned to depict Atlantic and Nino indices (Figures 1B,C) . That is, the area average of SST between longitude 7 • W−5 • E and latitude 5 • S−5 • N over GoG is used in the analysis to depict Tropical Atlantic Index ( Figure 1B ; Enfield et al., 1999) Figure 1C ; Kug et al., 2009 ). All datasets used in this study were re-gridded to 1.5 • × 1.5 • for uniformity and ease of analyses. Table 2 presents the summary of various data used in this study.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Atmospheric Dynamics
Sea Surface Temperature (SST)
The ECMWF-S2S model adequately captured the observed interannual variability of standardized SST anomalies over the central and eastern Pacific Ocean. On inter-annual basis, there are agreements in the signs of the standardized SST anomalies between the observation, the ensemble mean and the ensemble members (Figures 2A,C) . This implies that the model captures the timing, including the transition and persistence, of the observed standardized SST anomalies; i.e., synchronization of the ensemble mean and ensemble members with observation is almost 100% over central and eastern Pacific Ocean. Signtest shows that the synchronization is not statistically significant over the central Pacific (p = 0.8, > 0.5 threshold) while it is significant over the eastern Pacific (p = 0.43, < 0.5 threshold). These imply that correct SST forecasts made by the model over the eastern Pacific are reliable and do not happen by chance.
In spite of occasional higher and lower SST variability compared to observation, the ensemble mean and ensemble members generally do not deviate greatly from the observation. This is depicted by NSDs which are approximately 1.0 (Figures 2B,D) . There are strong direct relationships between the observation, ensemble mean and the ensemble members. For example, the average spatial correlations of the standardized SST anomalies between the observation, the ensemble mean and ensemble members of the ECMWF-S2S model are generally greater than 0.8 over both the central ( Figure 2B ) and eastern ( Figure 2D ) Pacific Ocean. These correlations are statistically significant as their p-values range between 0.001 and 0.0015, i.e., << 0.05. By inference, all ENSO events (e.g., Nino 3.4 and Nino1+2), for the periods considered in this study, are captured by the model. The model also captured the observed inter-annual variability of standardized SST anomalies over the GoG (Figure 3A) . ECMWF-S2S model also captures the transition and persistence of the observed standardized SST anomalies, though with lesser synchronization (between 80 and 90%) when compared to that of Pacific Ocean ( Figure 3A) . The relationships between the observation, ensemble mean and the ensemble members over the GoG are moderately direct (0.5 < r < 0.8) but with slightly lower variation than the observation (NSD < 1.0; Figure 3B) . Measures of statistical significance show that the forecastobservation pairs are statistically related through correlation while they are not through synchronization. For example, the correlations between the observations, the ensemble mean and the ensemble members are statistically significant (evaluated p << 0.05). On the contrary, the sign-test for synchronization returns a p > 0.5, i.e., statistically not significant; implying that correct SST forecasts over GoG may be due to chances. Since SST conditions over GoG directly modulates rainfall patterns over Nigeria (Lawal, 2015) , Odekunle and Eludoyin (2008) are of the opinion that underestimation of SST anomalies by models, over GoG, may be one of the reasons why models underestimate rainfall accumulation over Guinea Area (latitude 5-8 • N).
Inter-Tropical Discontinuity (ITD)
In most years, inter-annual variability of the predicted latitudinal position of the ITD, averaged over Nigeria and produced by FIGURE 2 | Inter-annual variability of standardized SST anomaly over (A) the Central and (C) Eastern Pacific by the ensemble members (red-lines), the ensemble mean(black-line) and observed Era-Interim (blue-line); (B,D) Taylor diagrams showing the normalized standard deviations and the correlation coefficients of S2S ensemble simulations with observation for panels a and c respectively (ensemble members-blue triangle; blue circle for negative correlations), ensemble mean-blue star and Era-Interim (observation)-black semi-circle. The normalized standard deviations and correlations are with reference to Era-Interim over same area. Figure 4A ). However, ensemble mean values are very close to, or sometimes the same with, the observed values. These imply that the model give a realistic prediction of the inter-annual variation of the observed latitudinal position of the ITD. Furthermore, the linear relationships between the observed latitudinal positions of the ITD and predictions by the ensemble mean and members over the country are moderately direct (0.5 < r < 0.7; Figure 4B ). Here, p = 0.0055, << 0.05; implying that the correlations between the ensemble mean, members and observation is statistically significant. While the variability of some of the ensemble members are almost equal to that of observation, others have either lower or higher variability than the observation in terms of the ITD latitudinal positions (0.8 < NSD < 1.2; Figure 4B ). Ensemble mean has the lowest variability when compared to observation (NSD ≈ 0.7). Some latitudinal deviations from the observation were also noted ( Figure 4C ). Latitudinal deviations of the predicted ITD spread around the northern and southern positions of the observation. These deviations range from 1 • and 1.5 • toward south and north respectively according to the spread of the ensemble members; while that of ensemble mean range from 0.7 • southward and 0.8 • northward. It is only in 1999 and 2006 that the ensemble means and all ensemble members agreeably displaced to the south and north of the observation respectively. These show that the ECMWF-S2S model is able to reproduce the latitudinal positions of the ITD during the peak of the monsoon over Nigeria; though, with some latitudinal deviations.
There is no general pattern of ITD deviations from observation for the ENSO years considered in this study ( Figure 4C Figure 4C ). Ensemble members deviated and spread across the north and south of the observation during these ENSO years; thereby implying uncertainty in the general pattern of ITD displacement during these years.
Thermal-Lows
The atmospheric components that constitute thermal lows are captured by ECMWF-S2S model in different ways. While the model adequately captured the MSLP with little or no deviations in variability from the observation, it is unable to reproduce the maximum 2 m temperature that coincides with the lowest MSLP ( Figure 5) . The model captures the timing of the transition and persistence of the observed standardized MSLP anomalies ( Figure 5A) . Synchronization of the MSLP ensemble mean with observation is greater than 70%. Variability of MSLP ensemble members do not deviate greatly from the observation (NSD is almost 1.0); while the ensemble mean has lower variability than the observation (NSD < 1.0; Figure 5B ). The linear relationship between the observation and the ensemble mean is moderately direct (0.5 < r < 0.6; p = 0.0032, << 0.05, hence statistically significant), and only two ensemble members have correlations that are greater than that of ensemble mean (r > 0.6). As depicted by Figures 5C,D , the model does not adequately capture the timing of the transition and persistence of the observed standardized 2 m temperature anomalies ( Figure 5C) . Synchronization of the 2 m temperature ensemble mean with observation is less than 55%. However, sign-tests show that correct forecasts achieved by the model, in both the MSLP and 2 m temperature, are due to chances as it returns p > 0.5, i.e., statistically not significant.
The linear association between the observed and the predicted 2 m temperature is weak ( Figure 5D ). Three ensemble members are negatively correlated with observation; positive correlation coefficients among the ensemble members range from 0.1 to 0.6 while their variability compared to observation is mild (0.7 < NSD < 1.2). Ensemble mean also has a low variability compared to observation (NSD < 0.7) with a very poor linear association (r ≈ 0.3; Figure 5D ). These are further corroborated by p >> 0.05; implying lack of statistical significance. Nevertheless, the heat-lows predicted by the ECMWF-S2S model have close structural similarities to the observed heat-lows in all the ENSO phases considered (figure not shown). In agreement with the findings of Lavaysse et al. (2009) , predictions from the model show that the heat-lows tilt south-ward by orientating from north-west around Southern Algeria to Northern Chad. However, the model underestimates the surface temperatures at the core of the low pressure systems.
African Easterly Jet (AEJ)
ECMWF-S2S model captures the wind strength and direction of the AEJ, at 700 hPa level, differently. On inter-annual basis the model slightly under-estimates the zonal wind strength, which depicts the core of the AEJ, by about 2-5 ms −1 (Figures 6a,b) .
Irrespective of the ENSO phase, the model generally put the core of the AEJ about 2-3 • northward of the observation (Figure 6 ). Ensemble members of the model spread between latitude 12.5 • N to about 19.5 • N to envelope the observed core of the AEJ (Figure 6b) . Spatially, the model captures the structural patterns of the wind directions ( figure not shown) . Climatologically, the model reproduces the spatial and behavioral patterns of the three cores of the AEJ (the eastern, central and western cores Figure 6c) ; though, with slight deviation in the positions and strength. These findings are similar to those of Grist and Nicholson (2001) , Afiesimama (2007) , and Spinks et al. (2015) . These imply that, irrespective of the ENSO phase considered and apart from wind directions, the ECMWF-S2S model poorly reproduce the wind strength that could depict AEJ at the 700 hPa level. 
Does the ECMWF-S2S Model's Reproduction of the Atmospheric Dynamics Translate to Reliable Precipitation Forecasts?
Provisional response to the above question depends on the climatological zone and the rainfall attribute that is under scrutiny. The zones under scrutiny are the Gulf of Guinea (GoG: latitude 5-8 • N), Savannah Areas (latitude 8-0 • N) and Sahel Areas (latitude 10-14 • N). Rainfall attributes considered are the inter-annual distribution of rainfall anomalies and cumulative rainfall amounts.
Distribution of Rainfall Anomalies on Inter-Annual Time-Scales in August
There are differences on how the ECMWF-S2S model ensemble mean and ensemble members capture the inter-annual variability of the standardized rainfall anomalies, on inter-annual timescales, over the GoG, the Savannah and the Sahel.
The model performs least over the GoG. On inter-annual basis, there are few agreements, between the observation, the ensemble mean and the ensemble members, in the signs of the standardized rainfall anomalies over GoG. For instance, apart from 2004 For instance, apart from , 2007 For instance, apart from , 2009 For instance, apart from , and 2010 , the ensemble mean of the model does not capture the transitions that were observed between 1998 and 2008 ( Figure 7A) . Though, it captures the observed persistence in 2009 and 2010; it however grossly has lower variability (NSD < 1.0) when compared to the observed standardized rainfall anomalies while all ensemble members have higher variability (NSD > 1.0; Figure 7B ) in comparison to the observation. The direct relationship between the observation and the ensemble mean is weak (r < 0.2; p = 0.8263, >> 0.05, hence statistically not significant). In addition, three of the ensemble members had negative correlations with the observation. In this climatological zone, ensemble-member-1 performs best (synchronization > 65%) while the worst ensemble members are 4 and 6 (synchronization < 35%: Figure 8) . The ensemble mean has slightly greater than 50% synchronization with observation (sign-test p = 0.44, < 0.5; statistically significant). This implies that the model will reliably make one correct forecast out of two forecasts over GoG.
The most impressive performance of the ECMWF-S2S model is over the Savannah. In comparison to what obtains over GoG, there are more agreements between the observation, the ensemble mean and the ensemble members in the signs of the standardized rainfall anomalies in this zone. The ensemble mean of the model captures the transitions that were observed between 2000 and 2002 ( Figure 7C) . It also captures the observed persistence in 2003-2005 and 2009-2010 . Though, the ensemble means slightly under-estimates the variability (NSD < 1.0) of the observed standardized rainfall anomalies; the linear relationship between the observation and the ensemble mean is however moderate (r > 0.5; Figure 7D) . Here, p = 0.0377, << 0.05; implying that the correlations between the ensemble mean and observation is statistically significant. All ensemble members over-estimate the observed variability (NSD > 1.0), while only one of the ensemble members had negative correlations with the observation. Ensemble members 1, 6, and 10 perform brilliantly (synchronization > 65%) while the worst ensemble member is ensemble-member-7 (synchronization < 50%: Figure 8) . The ensemble mean has almost 75% synchronization with observation. This synchronization is statistically significant as the sign-test returns a p = 0.1967, < 0.5. This implies that the model will reliably make three correct forecasts out of four forecasts over Savannah.
The model performs moderately over the Sahel. There are fewer agreements between the observation, the ensemble mean and the ensemble members in the signs of the standardized rainfall anomalies when compared to the situations over the Savannah. Though, the ensemble mean captures some transition and persistence (Figure 7E) , it however over-estimates the observed variability (NSD > 1.0; Figure 7F) . Also, all ensemble members over-estimate the observed variability (NSD > 1.0). Two of the ensemble members had negative correlations with the observation while the direct relationship between the observation and the ensemble mean is also weak (r < 0.3; p = 1.0712, >> 0.05, hence statistically not significant). Ensemble-member-10 performs best in this zone (synchronization > 85%) while the worst ensemble member is ensemble-member-7 (synchronization < 35%: Figure 8) . The ensemble mean has about 60% synchronization, which is not statistically significant, with observation (sign-test p > 0.5). This implies that the model will by chance make three correct forecasts out of five forecasts over the Sahel.
Over Nigeria, associations between the observed rainfall anomalies, the predicted rainfall anomalies and theoretical expectations during ENSO events are inconsistent. According to http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov, Latif and Grotzner (2000) , Camberlin et al. (2001) , Conway (2009 ), Zebiak et al. (2014 , theoretical expectations are that drier than normal conditions are usually observed over West Africa, vis-à-vis Nigeria, during El Nino events, and vice versa during La Nina events. However, corresponding inter-annual rainfall ( Figures 7A,C,E ) and the SST anomalies over the central Pacific Ocean (Figure 2A) show that most of the anomaly signs of the observed rainfall anomalies do not match both the predicted and the theoretically expected rainfall anomalies (Table 3) . For instance, in 2004 (a weak El Nino year), while the observed anomalies do not match the theoretical expectation over GoG and Sahel; the predicted anomalies do not match theoretical expectation over GoG and Savannah (Table 3) . In 2009 (a moderate El Nino year), prediction does not capture theoretical reasoning throughout the country; except over Sahel where observation match the theoretical reasoning. While the entire country experienced normal rainfall in 2010 and 2011 which are La Nina years, instead of surplus rainfall (Table 3) , the model only capture the theoretical reasoning over GoG in 2010. Though, all ENSO events (e.g., Nino 3.4 and Nino1+2) , are captured by the ECMWF-S2S model (Figure 2) ; but not all the corresponding rainfall anomalies (observed or theoretical) are captured by the model. The observed inconsistencies show that ENSO alone may not be the only climate index (i.e., atmospheric tele-connection) that modulates rainfall anomalies over West Africa, vis-à-vis Nigeria. Other climate indices may have also played crucial roles in the structures of the observed rainfall (Lyon and Mason, 2007; Ujeneza et al., 2015) .
Evaluation of Quantitative Precipitation Forecasts
The ECMWF-S2S model may not be able to forecast extreme precipitation reliably. Figures 9A-F shows that the model's ability to reliably capture weekly accumulation of rainfall reduces 
Acronyms TE, O and F represent Theoretical Expectation, Observation and ECMWF-S2S model forecasts respectively while −, +, and N signs stand for below normal rainfall, above normal rainfall and normal rainfall respectively.
as higher rainfall accumulation values are attained. All the climatological zones (i.e., Guinea, Savannah and Sahel) exhibited this behavior. As earlier stated, the model's weekly cumulative rainfall is correct if it falls within +/−30% of the observation amount. Climatologically and for the ENSO phases considered, the model predicts rainfall accumulation best over the Sahel; and least over the Guinea areas (Figure 9 ). At 50% hit rate for example, the model may reliably capture weekly accumulation of rainfall of about 40, 60, and 80 mm over Guinea, Savannah and Sahel respectively. This implies that the ability of the model to reliably forecast quantitative precipitation increases toward the Sahel. In addition, the disagreement between the model's ensemble members increases as higher rainfall accumulation values are attained; i.e., the ensembles converge at lower rainfall accumulation values while they diverge at higher values. The general implication here is that the reproducibility of the atmospheric dynamics by ECMWF-S2S model is a better measure of rainfall than the actual quantitative rainfall forecasts.
CONCLUSION
This paper investigates three things that are yet to be known regarding the predictive skills of the ECMWF-S2S model over Nigeria. These three unknown things are: (1) the ability of the ECMWF-S2S model to reproduce monsoon related atmospheric dynamics that are predominant during different phases of ENSO; (2) the skill of the ECMWF-S2S model at forecasting rainfall anomalies distribution on an inter-annual time-scales during the peak of the monsoon; and, (3) the ability of the ECMWF-S2S model to forecast extreme events during the monsoon periods. The paper then goes ahead to investigate whether the ability of the model to forecast atmospheric dynamics translate to reliable precipitation forecasts over Nigeria? Results show that ECMWF-S2S model has the capability to adequately and reliably forecast atmospheric dynamics that are predominant during the peak of the monsoon. For instance, on inter-annual basis, the model adequately captured the observed variability of standardized SST anomalies over the central and eastern Pacific Ocean; with very great synchronization (almost 100%). This inferred that all ENSO events were captured by the model. In spite of the fact that SST conditions over GoG directly modulates rainfall patterns over Nigeria, the model captured the observed inter-annual variability of standardized SST anomalies over the GoG but with lesser synchronization (between 80 and 90%) when compared to that of Pacific Ocean. ECMWF-S2S model is also able to reproduce the latitudinal positions of the ITD during the peak of the monsoon over Nigeria, but with slight latitudinal deviations. Worthy of note is that there is no general pattern of ITD deviations from observation for the ENSO years considered in the study. While the model adequately captured the MSLP with little or no deviations from the observation, it is unable to reproduce the maximum 2 m temperature that coincides with the lowest MSLP. Irrespective of the ENSO phase and apart from wind directions that were adequately captured, the ECMWF-S2S model slightly under-estimates the zonal wind strength, which depicts the core of the AEJ, by about 2-5 ms −1 . It placed core of the AEJ about 2-3 • northward of the observation.
The model's ability to predict atmospheric dynamics does not automatically translate to reliable precipitation forecasts. On inter-annual time-scales, ECMWF-S2S model performs best over the Savannah. Here, the best and the worst ensemble members have greater than 65% and less than 50% synchronization with observation respectively. However, the ensemble mean has almost 75% synchronization with observation, implying that the model will thrice make correct forecast out of four forecasts. On the contrary, the model's performance is worst over Guinea where the direct relationship between the observation and the ensemble mean is weak (r < 0.2). In addition, three of the ensemble members had negative correlations with the observation. Furthermore, the ensemble mean has slightly greater than 50% synchronization with observation. This implies that the model will once make correct forecast out of two forecasts. Interestingly, ECMWF-S2S model did not adequately capture the observed rainfall anomalies over Nigeria during ENSO events. Associations between the observed rainfall anomalies, the predicted rainfall anomalies and theoretical expectations during ENSO events are inconsistent. Corresponding inter-annual rainfall and the SST anomalies over the central Pacific Ocean reveal that most of the anomaly signs of the observed rainfall anomalies do not match both the predicted and the theoretically expected rainfall anomalies. Quantitatively, the model predicts rainfall accumulation best over the Sahel; and least over the Guinea areas. It may however not be able to forecast extreme precipitation reliably. This is because the disagreement between the model's ensemble members increases as higher rainfall accumulation values are attained. That is, the ensembles converge at lower rainfall accumulation values while they diverge at higher values. This part of the results may be reflecting the complexity of the quantitative precipitation forecast (QPF). Even with ever improving computer resources, as noted by QPF is still known to be the most difficult aspect of operational meteorology. The general implication here is that the reproducibility of the atmospheric dynamics by ECMWF-S2S model is a better measure of rainfall prediction than the actual quantitative rainfall forecasts.
We have shown that the ECMWF-S2S model could be a good tool for precipitation forecasts in Nigeria, especially in areas from latitude 10 • north-ward. However, the ability of the model to forecast rainfall anomaly, a crucial element of S2S forecast, appears very weak during ENSO events. There might be several reasons for this weak skill in predicting rainfall anomaly during ENSO events. For instance, the model failed to reproduce equivalently strong winds at 700 hPa level to depict AEJ and also under-estimates SST over GoG. As the rain-bearing disturbances are generally linked to well-organized mesoscale features in August, AEJ may be the most important driving mechanism; it may even be more important than the ITD (Grist and Nicholson, 2001 ). It will therefore mean that the reproducibility of the atmospheric dynamic by the model is a better measure of rainfall prediction than the actual quantitative rainfall forecasts especially in areas south of latitude 10 • N. We therefore suggest considering some climate driving mechanisms as predictability sources for the ECMWF-S2S model to enable the atmospheric dynamics to be better represented in the model.
